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Dr. Craig Woodson
Assemblies: World Music and Instrument Making
“A World Orchestra You Can Build” K-8 Assembly
Learn about making and playing 12 simple instruments
Connects to academic standards in music, science, & history
Music from Africa, Asia, Europe, Middle East & the Americas
See connections among music, food, and animal sounds
Enjoy a 'world orchestra' and the final fun-filled improvisation
Performers include student and teacher volunteers on stage
Use resource material available at www.EthnomusicInc.com.
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“To Mars with Music in 2030” K-8 Assembly








Connects to academic standards in music, science, & history
See how to make music & instruments during future space travel
Learn how to recycle spaceship objects & materials on Mars
Play a fire extinguisher bell, food tray violin, clay drum and bamboo horn
Volunteers help Dr. Woodson demonstrate his instruments on stage
Watch Dr. Woodson participate in a NASA video “Windows on Mars”
NASA video provided. Mars information is at www.marssociety.org

Student Workshops: World Instrument-Making *
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With Dr. Woodson's educational, fun-filled directions:
Each K-8 student makes a grade-appropriate instrument.
Common items become great-sounding horns, drums, guitars, etc.
Based on the way children make instruments around the world.
Students decorate their instruments, compose and perform music.
Some students even conduct their own music in the classroom.
The “Drumpet” (4-in-1) has a drum, trumpet, harp & scraper.
Other options: an African talking drum, violin, and 'Drumbone.'
All materials and tools are provided by Dr. Woodson.

School Residencies: One to Five Days
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Experience a combination of Dr. Woodson's programs at your school for a whole day or more.
The theme will be based on teachers' needs in conjunction with one of his assemblies.
Following the opening assembly, there are instrument-making workshops for each participating class.
The culmination assembly brings all students together to share experiences and perform as a group.
The residency can last from one day to one week or more, depending on the type of program chosen.
A teacher in-service is suggested but not necessary. Some funding is available to pay for this in-service.
* - Teacher Workshops lasting one or more days are also available. See www.EthnomusicInc.com for details.

For Dr. Woodson’s availability in the greater Los Angeles/Orange County area, contact SCFTA.
He will be in the area around 1-2 weeks per month between September and May.

